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A REPRESENTATION CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM

WILLIAM D. L. APPLING

ABSTRACT.   Given a field   F   of subsets of a set  U  and a real-

valued function  T defined on a set S   of functions from F   into

exp(R) with bounded range unions, a necessary and sufficient con-

dition is given in order that there be a bounded finitely additive

function   S  from   F   into R   such that if   a is in S, then the integral

J..a(I)8(I),   as a variational integral, i.e., a refinement-wise limit

of appropriate sums over (finite) subdivisions, exists and is   T(a).

1.   Introduction.   Suppose   U is a set, F  is a field of subsets of  U, )p

is the set of all functions from  F  into  exp(R), $„  is the set of all elements

of \i with bounded range union, ¡Iid   is the set of all bounded finitely addi-

tive functions from  F into  R, and \iA  is the set of all nonnegative-valued

elements of  ¡J^n.

Suppose  S C p„  and  T is a function from  S into  R.   In this paper we

establish a necessary and sufficient condition that  T have a certain kind

of "integral representation" (see below) with respect to some element of

J3,„; specifically, we demonstrate the following characterization theorem

(§3):

Theorem 3.1.   If S C ^B   and T  is a function from S  into R, then the

following two statements are equivalent:

(1) there is 6 in  \¡AB  such that if a  is in S, then the integral (see §2)

jj.a(/)ö(/)  exists and is  T(a); and

(2) there is a linear subspace S    of ^„, a function P from S    into the

nonnegative numbers,  and a real linear functional  T    on S    such that:

(i)   TÇ T',

(ii)   \T i\v): V in F}  is bounded, where for each  V in F, yv is in

S   and is defined by:

x,«-!!1! "'-v:
(\0\     otherwise,
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(iii)   T (a) —> 0  as Pia) —> 0, a in S , and

(iv)   if a  is in  S' and 0 < c, then there is a subdivision isee § 2)  2)

of U such that if (S  is a refinement isee § 2) of S)  and for each  V  in S,

aiV) is in  ad7), then  Pia - 2g aiV)yv) < c.

2. Preliminary theorems and definitions.   We refer the reader to [3] for

the notions of subdivision, refinement and integral used in this paper.   We

shall let  "® « 5)" mean "®  is a refinement of ®".   We also refer the

reader to [3] for a statement of Kolmogoroff's [5J notion of differential equiv-

alence and its implications about the existence and equivalence of the inte-

grals that we shall use.   In this paper, when the existence of an integral or

the equivalence of an integral to an integral is an easy consequence of the

above mentioned material or the material of this section, the integral need

simply be written or the equivalence assertion made, and the proof of exis-

tence or equivalence left to the reader.

We state two extensions of previous interval function theorems of the

author.   The proofs carry over with only minor modifications.

Theorem 2.A.1 (see [l] for the interval function version).   // a  is in

pB   and 6 is in  ^Aß, then f(Jail)d(l)  exists iff fuail)f¡\dij)\   exists.

Theorem 2.A.2 (see [2] for the interval function version),   // a  is in

£ß, 6 is in $AB, and Jf;a(/)ö(/)  exists, then Jy|a(/)|(9(/) exists.

We end this section by stating a special form of the "Lipschitz portion"

of the Bochner-Radon-Nikodym theorem that we shall use in the proof of

Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 2.Ao3 [A].   If a  is in £j„, p is in )£>A  and f „aifipil) exists,

then

L[/v|a(v)-a(/)iH=o'

i.e., if 0 < c, then there is 3 « [U\ such that if S « S  and for each  V in

F, aiV)  is in  a(V), then

X   r>(V)- a.U)\p(t) < c.
S    v

3. The representation characterization theorem.   In this section we

prove Theorem 3.1, as stated in the Introduction.
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Proof.   Suppose (2) is true.   Let  6 be the function from  F  into  R

defined by:

eiv) = nXv).

Clearly  6 is bounded.

We now show that  8 is finitely additive.   Suppose   V and  W ate two

mutually exclusive sets of F  and 0 < c.

There is  d > 0   such that if a is in  S'  and  P(a) < d, then   \T (a)| <

c/2.   There is  © « \V, W, U - [V U W]\  such that if  © « 3, and for each

/ in  (§, zz(/) is in  Xyuw  an<^  ^(/)  is in  [yv + \w]0), then

maxh(xVuW - £ «(/)Xr)' P(*V + XW-T. biDxAj <d.

Suppose  / is in §.   Either / Ç V, î Ç W, or / Ç U - [V  U W].   Therefore

Si i    if  /C Vu W,

and since

it follows that

¡Uj    otherwise,

,(lj    if  /C V U w,

1<J i    otherwise,

Xvuw{l) = [*V + Xw](/)-

Therefore for each  /  in S  there is  c(/)  in both  XyuW^  anc* ^V + Xw^^'

so that

max{p(*vw - T dOxt)' r(xv + xw-Z ciDx,)} < d,

which implies that

max/ T'fXvuW - £ c(/)xf\|.   7"Yxv + Xw ~ £ cU/y,) |< |,

which, together with the linearity of  T', implies that   \T'ixvuW) -

T'iXv + Xw)| < c.

Therefore

f?(v u w) = t'(xvuoz) = r'(xv + xw) = r»(Xv) + r'iXw) = eiv) + m.

Therefore  6 is finitely additive.
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Now suppose   a  is in  S .    Suppose 0 < c.    There is  d > 0  such that if

ß is in  5'  and  Piß) < d, then   \T'iß)\ < c.   There is  S « \U\  such that if

© « S and for each / in <5, ail) is in a(/), then Pia - ~S.^ail)Xl) < d, so

that

oW'fa-T,ail)y.)   =   T'(a) - £ zz(/)T'(v,)   =   T'(a) - £ a(/)(9(7)
|    \        S ' s s

Therefore /„a. (/)$(/) exists and is  T'ia).

Since   T Ç T , we see that (2) implies (1).

Now suppose (1) is true.   Let  S    denote the set to which  ß belongs iff

ß is in  ^3„   and  Jyßil)6il) exists.   Clearly  S' is a linear space.   Let  P

and  T    be functions defined on  S   respectively by:

P(/3)=/[/|rS(/)|//tfX/)|     and     r'(/3)=/(//8(/)fX/).

Clearly condition (i) of (2) holds, and from the inequality, for each  ß in  S ,

\T'iß)\ <Piß)< supíxl* in range union of  j8}J   |0U)|,

we easily see that (ii) and (iii) of (2) are satisfied.   Now, suppose  a is in

5" and 0 < c.    By Theorem 2.A.3 there is  S « \U\ such that if S « S  and

for each   V  in  ©, aiV) is in  a(V), then

E/>(V)-a(/)|f|(X/)|<c,

so that letting   W  and   V7 both denote elements of @, we have

P(a - T a(V)Xv) = JJa(/)- Z a(V)X v(/) |JJ|ö(/)|

= Ç /w|aW-i:«(v)xv(n|j;|ö(/)|

= Zirla(/)-ßiH'>xÄ,i4|Jj|(?(/)|

= Z Ju,!«(/)-«(H')lXlö(;)|<c.

Therefore (iv) of (2) is satisfied.

Therefore (1) and (2) are equivalent.
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